
Before you can actively neutralize your explicit (or conscious) biases, you need to understand what they 
are. One practice that can help you discover these biases is to create your own, modified version of the 
New York Magazine Approval Matrix. Published twice monthly, this popular matrix gives readers a 
“deliberately oversimplified guide to who falls where” on NY Mag editor “taste hierarchies.” As with 
explicit biases, the subject placements across the four NY Mag matrices (HIGHBROW :: LOWBROW + 
DESPICABLE :: BRILLIANT) are ‘deliberately oversimplified.’  

For this exercise, you’re going to plot your own Bias Matrix,  
(similar to the example on the right) using these axes. 

THE WORST ::  THE BEST 
Using whatever criteria seems most relevant to you,  
where do the people who belong to a particular industry,  
organization, profession, alma matter fall along this spectrum? 

HATES ME ::  LOVES ME 
Using whatever you know or think you know about the people  
who belong to a particular industry, organization, profession,  
or alma matter, would they hate you, love you or somewhere in between? 

To use this matrix, first create a list of 5 to 10 people ‘groupings’ for whom you hold an opinion (or 
bias). These groupings can include industries (e.g. Media people), organizations (e.g. McKinsey people), 
professions (e.g. sales people), alma mater (e.g. Princeton people) or another large grouping of people 
who you encounter in your professional day-to-day (e.g. Game of Thrones fans). 

Once you’ve created your people grouping list, plot each group along your Bias Matrix in pencil, taking 
time to consider why they’re occupying that particular spot. As you think of other people groupings who 
you have an opinion on, plot them on your Matrix, carefully considering their placement as well. 

After completed, use your Bias Matrix as a reminder that this deliberately oversimplified view of the 
people in your world can limit your leadership capabilities if you do not consistently question and 
challenge your assumptions. 
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